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I. What is graphene ?

  



II. Why is graphene ?
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III. In which respects are simplifications ?

If to consider graphene as D=2+1 QFT, the spin 
degrees of freedom can not be realized and number of 
equation of motion decreases greatly. All other specific 
features of the standard QED survive. 

The new element is demand of massless of the 
electrons in the low-momentum approximation around 
two inequivalent “Dirac points” corresponding to valleys 
of the first Brillouin zone. 

So graphene as QFT is massless D=2+1 QED.
Such picture is well-founded [Neto, Guinea, Peres, 

Novoselov, Geim; Gusynin, Sharapov, Carbotte; 
Vozmediano, Katsnelson, Guinea]
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IV. Statement of problem



IV. Statement of problem

The aim is construction of kinetic theory of eh-
plasma excitation in such fields with taken into 
account of the internal (plasma) electric fields , 
generated by eh-currents (back reaction).

It results to some new effects: partial 
suppression of the external field and creation of 
eh-plasma as result of back action of the plasma 
field and also to radiation of electromagnetic field 
from specimen of graphene on the frequencies of 
eh-plasma oscillations. The corresponding currents 
and radiation are accessible to experiment 
verification



V. Equation of motion and Hamiltonian
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VI. Quasiparticle representation (QPR)
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VI. Quasiparticle representation (QPR)

Let us mark, hat this unitary transformation in 
graphene can be realized in an explicit form, in contrast 
to the massive D=3+1 QED [Grib, Mamaev, 
Mostepanenko].

The QPR is not “uniquely true theory” in strong field 
QED. It connects with the fact that the notion of the 
quasiparticle energy  in the point of time  is relative. 
This shortcoming of QPR was noted in literature (e.g., 
[Birrell, Davies]). However, other formalism with 
habitual physical meaning is absent (e.g., [Unger, Dong, 
Flores, Su, Grobe]).



VII. Kinetic equations (KE)
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VIII. Currents

Comparison of result of calculations 
of I-V – characteristics on the bases of the considered 
exact kinetic approach (t-representation) and 
approximate Zener-Klein method (x-representation) 
[Smolyansky, Panferov, Blaschke, Gevorgyan].
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IX. Back reaction problem
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X. Radiation
There are two groups of processes, where D=2+1 

massless QED is insufficient for description of real 
existent phenomena in graphene and where necessity 
arises in widening of the theory up to D=3 space-time. 
It is the spin phenomena (in D=2+1 graphene QED the 
real existing spin degrees of freedom reflects on the 
degeneracy flavor factor 2 only) [Werner, Trauzettel, 
Kashuba] and radiation from graphene [Yokomizo, 
Baudish at al]. The back-reaction problem belongs to 
this enumeration also.

So, the question is about the charge confinement 
problem of D=2 graphene plane in the real D=3+1 
space-time. 



X. Radiation

There are two sources of radiation in graphene: 
quasiclassical radiation of plasma motions (collective 
mechanism, Sect. 9) and quantum radiation as result 
of annihilation of eh-pairs (a) and spontaneous 
radiation of electrons (b) and holes (c):

e hee h
h(a) (b) (c)
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X. Radiation
Results of theoretical simulation and experiments in 

the optical diapason are presented on the figure taken 
from the work [Baudisch et al].



X. Radiation
Main conclusions:
a) strong nonlinear response 
b) large widening of each harmonic
c) presence of the odd harmonics only
d) visible role of polarization phenomena (residual 
currents [Panferov, Smolyansky, Blaschke])
e) excellent qualitative agreement theoretical 
simulations and experiment

Theory of quantum radiation from vacuum  plasma 
takes now the first steps [Brout, Massar, Parentani, 
Popescu; Smolyansky, Panferov, Fedotov; Yokomizu].



XI. Conclusion
 



XI. Conclusion
Such kind approach was presented was presented 

above. But it is nonunique. For example, in the 
graphene QED, Ishikawa method is known. This 
approach is formulated without QPR. In the present 
review we showed in the graphene QED an alternative 
method, which is effective in other regions of physics: 
strong field QED, heavy ion physics and cosmology.

List of actual problems, connected with confinement 
of the graphene plane in D=3 space:
 spin physics
 back reaction problem
 radiation of plasma oscillations
 quantum radiation
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